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benefit by half (to three and four units, respectively), resulting in
a net gain of one unit from exercising. Hence, everyone is enthusi-
astic about going to the gym tomorrow.

Broadly speaking, “People act irrationally in that they overly
discount the future,” says Bazerman. “We do worse in life be-
cause we spend too much for what we want now at the expense
of goodies we want in the future. People buy things they can’t
a≠ord on a credit card, and as a result they get to buy less over
the course of their lifetimes.” Such problems should not arise, ac-
cording to standard economic theory, which holds that “there
shouldn’t be any disconnect between what I’m doing and what I
want to be doing,” says Nava Ashraf. 

Luckily, Odysseus also confronts the problem posed by
Wimpy—and Homer’s hero solves the dilemma. The goddess
Circe informs Odysseus that his ship will pass the island of the
Sirens, whose irresistible singing can lure sailors to steer toward
them and onto rocks. The Sirens are a marvelous metaphor for
human appetite, both in its seductions and its pitfalls. Circe ad-
vises Odysseus to prepare for temptations to come: he must order
his crew to stopper their ears with wax, so they cannot hear the

Sirens’ songs, but he may hear the Sirens’ beautiful voices without
risk if he has his sailors lash him to a mast, and commands them
to ignore his pleas for release until they have passed beyond dan-
ger. “Odysseus pre-commits himself by doing this,” Laibson ex-
plains. “Binding himself to the mast prevents his future self from
countermanding the decision made by his present self.”

Pre-commitments of this sort are one way of getting around
not only the lure of temptation, but our tendency to procrasti-
nate on matters that have an immediate cost but a future payo≠,
like dieting, exercise, and cleaning your o∞ce. Take 401(k) retire-
ment plans, which not only let workers save and invest for retire-
ment on a tax-deferred basis, but in many cases amount to a bo-
nanza of free money: the equivalent of finding “$100 Bills on the
Sidewalk” (the title of one of Laibson’s papers, with James Choi
and Brigitte Madrian). That’s because many firms will match 
employees’ contributions to such plans, so one dollar becomes
two dollars. “It’s a lot of free money,” says Laibson, who has pub-
lished many papers on 401(k)s and may be the world’s foremost
authority on enrollment in such plans. “Someone making
$50,000 a year who has a company that matches up to 6 percent

Certain patterns of response to
rewards seem to be biologically 
embedded in the human brain. A
branch of behavioral economics
called neuroeconomics looks inside the
brain with scanning tools like mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) to investigate patterns of mo-
tivation. Neuroeconomics is controversial, as the link between
cerebral blood flow and decision-making is less straightfor-
ward than, say, playing slot machines and losing money. Yet it
is one of the most fascinating and provocative aspects of the
young field.

“Economists specialize in taking really complex things and
boiling them down to simple principles,” says David Laibson.
“So, rather than treat the brain as billions of neurons, or trillions
of neurotransmitters, we want to ask, what is the right level of
analysis? It turns out that the brain has two key subsystems.
One, the limbic and paralimbic system, rules the
intuitive and a≠ective parts of our psyches.
It’s shared by all mammals and seems to
do a lot of emotional cognition—how
we feel emotionally, how we re-
spond to other humans, or to
being treated unfairly. This sys-
tem seems to function uncon-
sciously; we don’t have access
to it and maybe can’t even con-
trol it. It’s experiential and
rapid in function.

“Contrast that with the ana-
lytic system, centered in the
frontal and parietal cortexes,” Laib-
son continues. “It controls a lot of the
thought processes we learn to do: cal-
culated, conscious, future-oriented

thinking. It’s not based on past expe-
rience; you could have the rules of a
brand-new game explained and the
analytic system would be able to
figure out how to play.”

Brain researchers have shown that
an interaction of the limbic and analytic systems governs
human decision-making. The limbic system seems to radically
discount the future. While the analytic system’s role remains
constant from the present moment onward, the limbic system
assumes overriding importance in the present moment, but
rapidly recedes as rewards move into the future and the emo-
tional brain reduces its activation. This explains impulsive-
ness: the slice of pizza that’s available right now trumps the di-
etary plan that the analytic brain has formulated. Seizing
available rewards now might be a response pattern with evo-
lutionary advantages, as future benefits are always uncertain.

Consider an experiment that scans the
brains of research subjects o≠ered a

choice between present and future re-
wards: $20 now, or $23 a month from

now. Both limbic and analytic sys-
tems show activity. Then change
the o≠er to two future prospects:
$20 two weeks from now, or $23 in
a month. In this case, the limbic
system pretty much drops out.
The analytic system, in contrast,
shows the same activation pat-

terns regardless of the delay, be it
hours or months. When the ana-

lytic system is more active, people
choose the “patient” reward; when
both systems are active, temptation

usually trumps prudence.
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